
CONSUMER GRIEVANCES REDRESSAL FORUM

Uttar Haryana Bijli Vitran Nigam
Vidyut Sadan, Sector-8, Kurukshetra

E - m a i | : es1-fg!-b-by1i-sgiu
Phone Number 0I7 44-222855

To

Subject: -

Sh. Bansi Lal S/o Sh. Bishna Rarn,

R/o V.P.O. Jalbera,
Sub-Tehsil lsmailabad.
Distt., Kurukshetra.

Memo No. Ch-43/U H/CG RF-176 I 201,9

Dated: 23.12.2019

Order in respect of complaint of Sh. Bansi Lal S/o Sh. Bishna Ram, R/o V.P.O. Jalbera,

Sub-Tehsil lsmailabad, Distt., Kurukshetra.

Enclosed please find herewith the order dated 20.12..)-01,9 issued by Consurner

Grievances Redressal Forum, Kurukshetra in rcspect of your cclmplaint. lf you are no1. aiireed with tlris
orderthen you mayfurther challerrge the sarrre irr tlre f'l[:ltC on th<,: followirtg address within -30 days of

the issue of this order.

Electricity Ombudsman,
Haryana Electricity Regulatory Commission,
Bays No. 33-36, Sector-4, Panchkula.

T'his is issued as per direction of the Forum.

DA/As above

Endst. N o. Ch-43 / UH I (:GRt -17 6 1 2019

Copy of the above is forwarded to tlre SDOlOp,

favour of fris inforrnation ancl cornpliance thereof.

1. Secretary/HERC, Sec-4, Panchkula.
2, CE1Op, UHBVN, Panchkula.
3. CGIVi/Commercial UHBVN, Panchkula.
4. SE/OP, Circle, UHBVN, Kurukshetra.
5. XEN/IT, UHBVN, Panchkula. (for posting on UHBVN site)

6. XEN/OP, Division, UHBVN, Pehowa.

I

l,
I'

Secretary,
CGRF, U}.IBVN,

Ku ru ksh etra

Dated:-23.1?.?,019
Sub Divisiorr, LJlltJVN, lsmailabad f.or

5r:cr eta r y,

CGR[:, UFJI]VN,

Ku ru kshetra
LL.
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CONSUMER GRIEVANCES REDRESSAL FORUM

Uttar Haryana Bijli Vitran Nigam
Vidyut Sadan, Sector-8, Kurukshetra

E-mail: cgrf@uhbvn.org.in
Fax & Phone No.01744-222855

Comp. No. UH/CGRF - 176 of 2019

Date of lnstitution:- 10-5-2019
Date of Hearing:- 06-/€-e2/f
Date of Order:- &O- /4- aO/f

Before the Consumer Grievances Redressal Forum, UHBVNL.

Present:

1.. Sh. Deepak Jain, Member.

2. Sh, Ashwani Kumar Duhan, Independent Member.

In the matter of complaint of 5h. Bansi Lal S/o Sh. Bishna Ram Rlo Village Jalbera, Sub Tehsil

lsmailabad, Distt. Kurukshetra.

............Complainant/Petitioner

Vs

(1) XEN/OP Division, UHBVN, Pehowa.

(2) SDO/OP Sub Division, UHBVN, lsmailabad.

...Respondents

Appearance:

For Complainant: Sh. Bansi Lal, the complainant.

For the Respondent: SDO(OP) Sub Division. lsmailabad.
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The consumer Sh. Bansi Lal S/o Sh. Bishna Ram R/o Village Jalbera, Sub Tehsil

lsmailabad, Distt. Kurukshetra has made a complaint regarding shifting/removal of transformer"

The Forum has the jurisdiction to try this complaint.

The complainant had pleaded:-

That the applicant is the R/o Village Jalbera Sub Tehsil lsmailabad, Distt. Kurukshetra. That the

applicant is the law abiding person and citrzen of lndia and believe in law.

That the grievance of the applicant is that the applicant installed a transformer after paying mon

-ey to the UHBVN under the scheme of the Nigam but after this the respondent illegally

removed the transformer of the applicant and other eighteen houses transformer still working

on the spot.

That about their grievance the applicant already given representation to the competent

authority but till date no action taken by the respondent on the representation given by the

applicant and the grievance of the applicant is still not resolved.

That the applicant already deposited the money before installation of transformer Rs. 6150/- in

favor of UHBVN under the scheme of vear 201.3 for Dera/Dhani but after this the officials of

UHBVN after inclusion with some persons illegally removed the transformer of the applicant.

That it is pertinent to mention here that one RTI information seeking by one person of the Dera

namely Sandeep in which the information seeking by the concern person is that in the year how

many transformer estimate passed by you in the year 2013 and in the reply of the RTI

application the concern department clearly admits that four estimate passed in the year 2013 of

village Jalbera in which the estimate of the applicant is duly passed by the concern department

in the year 201.3 after this in the year 2018 on dated 9 July, 2018 the officials of UHBVN after

.l
I.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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knowingly all the material facts illegally removed the transformer of the applicant against the

law.

That the applicant grievance is very genuine and with facts but after this the applicant surviving

with their grievance.

That about their grievance the applicant also approached to the Hon'ble Punjab & Haryana High

Court by way civil petition in which the Hon'ble High Court clearly given direction to approach

the concern authority for their grievance then the applicant given the representation to the

competent authority Superintending Engineer but till date now no action taken by the

resDondent.

So, now applicant at last approached to you about their grievance that installed the earlier

transformer of the applicant which was illegally removed the respondents officials. Now the

applicant wants justice from you" In the interest of justice may kindly consider the grievance of

the applicant and imposed the cost on the respondents for their illegal act.

The complaint was received in the office of the Forum on 10-6-20L9. The Forum

considered the facts and found the petition feasible for acceptance and same was

admitted. Accordingly, notice of motion dated 10-6-2019 was issued to both the parties.

The respondent was asked to submit his version/reply on the affidavit duly attested by

the Notary Public/Oath Commissioner.

The respondent SDO has submitted.

1. That the said para is a matter of record.

2. That the S/C No. 1,0/2012 issued by the Chief General Manager/Commercial, UHBVN,

panchkula vide memo no. Ch-Spl-l/CS-403/L25lDeralDhani/CGM/C-L dated 4-5-2012

addressed to all the CE5/SEs/XENs/SDOs under UHBVN was circulated for connectiong of

7.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

Dera/Dhani connected to AP feeder were to be shifted on RDS feeder in which concer has to

deposit the 50% of the cost of estimate of line only. Rupees 61,501- vide 8A-L6 No.

305174548 dated 21-5-201.3 vide estimate no.135/201,3-1.4 and the transformer was to be

given by the Nigam. As in the complaint the applicant has paid the cost of I/f is totally

wrong. After depositing of the 50% amount of the cost of line only by the applicant, an ORC

meeting held on 2-1,-20L4 the scheme was suspended by the Nigam. The Nigam has also

decided on the above context on dated L7-4-20L4 vide memo no. Ch-98/SS-

aBlL2'/DeralDhani/CGMIC-1, that no material and transformer is to be issued on the Dera

Dhani Scheme. The clarification of the said issued vide S/C no.3O/2O1,4 dated 25-11-2014.

The Nigam has decided to install the PAT transformer at Nigam cost and no refund to the

existing cost and the existing T/f and line is to be dismantled. Hence the T/f already

removed by the Nigam official before my joining. lt is further added that the PA transformer

has already installed on 11. KV AP Mandi feeder.

That the reply submitted in para no. and PAT transformer already installed on the AP Mandi

feeder fed from 132 KV Malikpur and getting supply as per the PRM.

That the reply already submitted in para-2.

That the said para is also a matter of record, the reply submitted in para-2 and before my

joining the T/f was removed vide SJO No. 97/784 dated 9-L-20L8 by the then staff and it is

no correct that the T/f has been removed in the month of July, 2018.

That the supply is given as per dera Dhani scheme.

That the applicant also filed the civil suit before the court of Sh. Amitendra Singh LD (CJ)

(JD), Pehowa, CIS No. 43L/20I7.

CNR No. HRKOAO-00575-2017

D.O.l. - 6-L1,-201.7
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D.O.D. - 3t-7-201,8

The appeal was dismissed as withdrawn by the applicant However the applicant

approached to the Hon'ble Punjab and Haryana High Court and the court issued the

direction to approach the competent authority of the Nigam The Nigam is supply the

Dera/Dhani supply through PAT transformer as per PRM. As the applicant wants to connect

his supply from RDS feeder, which is not admissible as per Nigam instructions. In view of

the above it is requested that the complaint may please be filed'

The applicant submitted rejoinder/questionnaire as under :-

Q-1. In which year the estimate of the applicant is passed?

Q-2. lt is correct that the applicant has paid the amount of estimate.

Q-3. lt is correct that you removed the transformer of the applicant?

e-4. Give me the answer that in which year the estimate of the applicant is passed?

Q-5. Give me the answer that in which year you removed the transformer of the applicant?

e-6. lt is correct that as per RTI you first given me the information that on the complaint of

unknown person you removed my transformer.

e-7. tt is correct that you knowingly supplied the false information of RTI to applicant.

e-8. lt is correct that you supplied the name of the unknown person after RTI appealfiled by

the applicant.

e-9. lt is correct that you supplied me 4 names under RTI in which 4 no. of estimate of my

village Jalbera has been Passed.

Q-10. lt is correct that you never done physical investigation that the estimate passed in the

year 2013 you given me the detail under RTI all the transformer physically running in

process.

.?"/h/q



Q-11. lf the 20 persons details given by you as per the RTI all the 19 transformers is runnrng

in process except me then it is correct that you illegal removed my transformer.

Q-12. lt is correct that as per RTI transformer of Jagir Singh, Seva Singh, Randhir Singh,

Banta Puri are in process detail given by you estimate duly passed and also paid the

payment.

Q-13" lf your answer is no then tell me have you done physical verification about all the

persons which details you have been given under RTI with list enclosed by you that all the

transformer in running process.

Q-14. lt is correct that if all the transformer if found on the spot in running process then you

clearlv violated the law and you are fully responsible for your act.

Q-15. lt is correct that applicant filed CWP No" 9465/2019 before the Hon'ble Punjab &

Haryana that directions dated April,8/201.9 and directions not well considered by the

department"

Q-16. lt is correct that no show cause notice given by you to the applicant while removing

the transformer.

Q-17. lt is correct that when your department official removed the transformer of the

applicant then the transformer was duly exist on the spot and before removing the

transformer all the poles and allthe necessary parts cable was installed by your department

official because the applicant has no knowledge of electronics then give me the answer that

then how this transformer was instalied on the sport before removing.

Q-18. lt is correct that if the transformer of the applicant is illegal then no complaint done

by you about the theft of the transformer.

Q-19. lt is correct that if no complaint done by you then it is clearly inclusion of your

department to remove the transformer of the applicant.

u/rilrf



Q-20" lt is correct that the transformer which was removed from the spot that belongs to

your dePartment.

e-21. lt is correct that on the sport from where the transformer has been removed the poles

are still standing there.

e-22. lt is correct that the transformer of the Banta Puri and Sewa Singh is in running

process give me the answer?

Reply of the respondent SDO to the questionnaire of applicant.

Q-1" The estimate sanctioned in year 2013-1,4'

Q-2. No, only 50% cost of HT line deposited.

Q-3. Already replied no T/f removed during my tenure.

Q-4. Already replied in question no. 1..

e-5. Already replied in question no. 2, but as per record the transformer removed in 1/2018

Q-6. lt is matter of record of RTl"

e-7. lt is wrong to say that I have supplied the false information. The information is

prepared by the concerned JE and SDC of the Sub Division from the available record.

Q-8. lt is also a matter of record.

Q-9" As per record which were available have been supplied by the office.

e-10. I have not done physical verification but the list supplied by this office only indtcate

the esttmate no. and date on which the amount deposited as per record and all the

transformers are running or no, no such information replied by this office in RTl.

Q-11. I have already replied that it does not relate to my tenure

Q-12. When the Nigam has stopped the scheme then the case of process does not arise.

e-13. I have only given the detail of amount deposited and sanctioned estimate.
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Q-15. The case is well considered by the Nigam and PAT supplred ,s avaiiable on the Dera as

per PRM.

Q-16. lt is related to before my joining.

Q-17. lt is matter of record and no related to me.

Q-18. lt is the case before my joining in the sub division.

Q-19. lt is the case before my joining in the sub division.

Q-20. The person who removed the transformers can tell you the better in this case.

Q-21. Still existing there as per JE report"

Q-22. The site has not got checked by me.

Obse rvations/Decision

After going through the documents placed on record and keeping in view the various

proceedings held from time to time, the Forum is agreed with the action taken by the respondent SDO

as the scheme of 50:50 ratio was suspended by the Nigam and it has also'been decided vide memo no.

Ch-98/SS-403/t25/Dera Dhani/CGM/C-l dated L7-4-20L4 that no material/Transformer is to be issued

on the Dera Dhani scheme. lf any employee of the Nigam had installed transformer illegally as per claim

of the consumer, the SDO respondent is directed to take strict disciplinary action against his employee.

Hence, the complaint of the complainant is hereby dismissed without any cost to either of the parties.

The case file may be consigned to the record without any cost to either of the parties.

The order is signed and issued by the Consumer Grievances Redressal Forum on

aated &0 /n/201.s.
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(Vacant) (Deepak Jar*n) (Ashwani Kumar Duhan)

Chairman Member Independent Member

CGRF, Kurukshetra CGRF, Kurukshetra CGRF, Kurukshetra
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